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ABSTRACT 

In this paper we are proposing a Neural 
Network identifier to estimate the electric 
pollution (harmonics) contents present 
in the voltage and current signals of a 
mesh type Multi Terminal Direct Cur- 
rent (MTDC) system under dynamic con- 
ditions. A digital computer program has 
been developed to implement the Neural 
Network and a modified form of Fourier 
series representation which improves the 
accuracy of the results is discussed. 

given signal can be represented by a finite number 
o f  sinusoids in the form of trignometric polynomial 
over the fundamental range. This yields a set of 
simultaneous linear equations. A matrix method 
has been developed to convert the overdetermined 
equations to a well defined positive definite ma- 
trix. A general steep gradient approach is used 
to express the matrix differential equation whose 
steady state solution yields the required harmonic 
coefficient of the polluted signal. The  advantage 
of the method is that  the concept developed can 
be applied for real t ime studies under various op- 
erating conditions o f  the system. 

K e y  Words: MTDC system, Neural Netulork, 
Harmonics 2 NEURAL NETWORK (NN) 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to conduct electric 
pollution studies i n  a mesh type MTDC system 
using Neural Network. This work was formulated 
since many two  terminal HVDC stations are being 
converted in to MTDC systems and a study of the 
dynamic interaction of harmonics in such systems 
is very helpful for designing of filters, whose cost 
affect significantly the economy of the overall sys- 
tem. Limited literature is available on the electric 
pollution analysis i n  MTDC systems [l]. In India 
also, MTDC system has potential future in meet- 
ing the growing power transmission requirements. 

H digital computer program has been developed 
for dynamic analysis of a four terminal MTDC sys- 
tem wi th  long DC lines connected in mesh with two 
inverters and two  rectifiers transmitting 500MW 
power at  500kV potentiaf[4]. The results obtained 
are fed to the Neural Network for estimation of 
the harmonic content (electric pollution) present 
in the signal. The concept used here IS that  a 

DEVELOPMENT 

The Fourier series representation to approximate a 
given function, which satisfies the Dirichlet’s con- 
ditions is a series wi th  trignometric polynomials 
which are orthogonal over the fundamental range. 
This can be expressed as: 

9 

b( t )  = x, + C ( X , . s i n ( w r t )  + Y,.cos(,,t)) (1) 
T= 1 

Over one fundamental period, equation (1) can be 
written for different t ime intervals can be written 
in the matrix notation as 

(Al,,(2s+l).Xl(2s+l)xl = blnxl (2) 
where, [A] is the matrix o f  sinusoids ( sine and 
cosine terms) , x] is the coefficient vector which 
is the unknown, and b] is the actual signal. 

By pre-multiplying the equation(2) by [AT], it is 
reduced to, 

[G].x] = d] (3) 
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where [GI = [AT].[A], and d] = [AT].b]. Equa- 
t ion (3) is the normal f o r m  o f  representing 
the overdetermined set of linear equations in to  a 

seudo invertable matrix. It is shown in reference P 21 that  matr ix [GI can be reduced t o  a diagonal 
matrix which is symmetric and positive definite. 
For analog representations which can give parallel 
solution i n  real t ime neural optimization princi- 
ple is used which allows us t o  represent the matrix 
differential equation as: 

d[x]/dt = -h.([G].x] - el]) (4) 
with x(0) = xo and h is a scalar. 
As described in  [3] wi th  G] positive definite 
and symmetric, equation 14) is equivalent to 
the unconstrained quadratic programming problem 
which gives global minimum solution of the en- 
ergy function. 

3 COMPUTATIONAL ANALY- 
SIS 

The required harmonic corn onents can be calcu- 
lated selectively because [Gy is diagonal 
The differential equation (4) is reduced to the 
standard state space form as: 

where,[H]=[G], y]=x], [B]=diag(l) and U] = 
[AT].b]. The steady state solution of (5) gives 
the required harmonic component. After evaluat- 
in the coefficients Xo, X1 and Yl, as discussed in 
Pp: the Fourier series is described as: 

6 = [Hl.Yl+ P31.4 ( 5 )  

b( t )  - xo - X1.sin(wt) - &.cos(wt) = 
9 

E(X , . s in (wr t )  + Y,.cos(wrt)) ( 6 )  
r=2 

which can be written as: 
9 

b(tl-1 = C(Xr . s in (wr t )  + F . C O S ( L J ~ ~ > >  (7) 
r=2 

and b(t)-l  = b(t)-Xo-X1.sin(wt)-Yl.cos(wt) is 
the modified representation of the function by fil- 
tering the fundamental and dc harmonic contents 
from the signal. Similarly , while calculating the 
3rd harmonic component, 

9 

b(t)-2 = C ( X r . s i n ( w r t )  + ~ . c o s ( u ~ ~ ) )  (8) 

is used. In general, for finding pth harmonic com- 
ponent the equation is written as: 

r=3 

9 

b(t)-+l) = C(X, . s in (wr t )  + Y,.cos(wrt)) (9) 
r = p  

This representation has improved the numerical re- 
sults to a great extent because the neural method 
matches only the un-calculated coefficients with 
that  of the signal which does not contain the cal- 
culated harmonics [2]. 

4 BRIEF DETAILS OF THE 
MTDC SYSTEM 

Four terminal dc system considered for the study 
is shown in  fig.(A). It consists of mesh type par- 
allel monopolar dc system connecting four ac sys- 
tems by means of long dc lines of two  400, 600 
and 800kM length. The converter system com- 
prises of two rectifier and two  inverter station, 
each is a 12-pulse bridge operating as two 6-pulse 
bridges i n  series. The  dc power transmitted by 
each station is 500MW at  1kA current and 500kV 
potential. Each ac system consists of tuned fil- 
ters 5th, 7th, ll", 13th and HP) and a static load 
(15'0). J Conventional PI current controller is used 
at  each rectifier station and Min imum Extinction 
Angle (MEA) controller is used at  each inverter 
station. For overall current order coordination, a 
Constant Current Margin (CCM) controller is em- 
ployed. The fundamental frequency of operation 
is at 50Hz. The sampling rate is considered at  
lOkHz which is sufficient for the dynamic analysis. 
The simulation o f  the MTDC system is done by 
the method as explained in  reference [4]. 

5 NUMERICAL RESULTS 
AND DISCUSSION 

Digital simulation o f  the MTDC system described 
is carried out and the variables are then fed t o  
the Neural Network to detect the required har- 
monic component from the electrically polluted 
wave form. In the fig. 1, the electric pollution 
studies of the source current under various system 
contingencies is shown. Harmonics present in the 
source current of the 'a' phase of a rectifier1 un- 
der steady state condition is depicted i n  fig l a .  It 
can be observed that, the convergence of all the 
harmonics(1-20) is achieved in  only two steps in 
almost super real t ime  (0.lmicrosecond). Phase 
variation under this condition is shown in  fig. l b .  
Following case studies were carried out: 
1) Change in  the system frequency from 50Hz to 
48.5Hz after the two cycles f rom the steady state. 
2) The transformer reactance of the upper bridge 
o f  the rectifier1 and inverter2 were increased by 
about 5%. 
3) A 5% negative sequence voltage was added t o  
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all the ac-sources. 
The variation of harmonic magnitude and phase 
is illustrated in figs l c ,  I d ,  le , l f ,  lg, 1 h respectively 
for the three cases stated. The mark ’*’ in all the 
figures represents the 1% magnitude barrier o f  the 
fundamental. Only the llth harmonic current is 
above this barrier. Bu t  significant phase pollution 
can be observed in  all the cases. In fig.2 , the dc- 
side harmonic spectrum is depicted i n  which fig. 2a 
correspond to steady state condition and fig. 2. lb 
correspond to case 1. Higher order harmonics are 
significantly damped out  i n  the case 1 which.can 
be due to the shift in the crossover point which 
has decreased fir ing angle and hence smoother re- 
sponse is observed (see fig. 2.la f rom 0.02 t o  0.04 
second). 
Further, a solid ground fault is created on the ac 
side of ’a’ phase bus at  the inverter2 (fig. 3a) from 
0.015 to 0.02 second. The  wave form is polluted 
after the system starts recovering and significant 
lo th  harmonic is observed. In fig. 3b the mag- 
nitude spectrum for 20 harmonics over five cycles 
is illustrated which shows the presence of the un- 
characteristic loth harmonic, whose magnitude de- 
creases wi th  time. 
For the same case on the dc side, electric pollu- 
t ion chrateristics of the rectifier1 dc voltage over 
four cycles is shown in fig. 4. In all these figures, 
‘6p‘ represents the charateristic harmonic, plotted 
f rom 0 to 10 on the x-axis, uncharateristic har- 
monics ‘6p+l ’  is plotted f rom 11 t o  20 and ‘6p-1’ 
f rom 20 to 30, with p an integer varying from 1 
t o  10. As shown the uncharateristic lo th  harmonic 
on the ac side, as discussed has now appeared on 
the dc-side as llth harmonic wi th  significant mag- 
nitude. 

AC system 
FigAA) MTDC-AC 

SYSTEM CONSIDERED DC-LINE 

FOR THE STUDY 400kM 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

AC system 

present at other MTDC SYSTEM = terminals also1 

800kM 

A Neural Network for fast-evaluation o f  the 

polluted signal of MTDC system is developed. 
From the studies it is observed that the phase pol- 
lution is more significant even under small distur- 
bances which is normally ignored. Uncharateristic 
harmonics of significant magnitude play a domi- 
nant role over few cycles under the fault condition. 
It can be said that  the knowledge of both the mag- 
nitude and phase of harmonic is a better criteria 
than taking only the magnitude for designing of 
filters and control parameters. 
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Fig 1. ELECTRIC POLLUTION STUDIES OF THE SOURCE CURRENT OF RECTIFIER1 
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